
In paint mode, you are always 
working on a single image layer. 
Create a new layer by tapping 
in the sidebar with three fingers.

In animation mode, layers can
be moved, manipulated and 
deleted.

Know your layers

Zoom your view of the 
artwork to paint fine details. 

Hold the Eye button     
and at the same time pinch 
or spread in the workspace 
with two fingers. Drag to 
navigate.

Zoom your view

Tagtool has two basic functions:
Painting and animating. 

To switch between paint mode 
and animation mode, place 
one finger on the left screen 
border and swipe inwards. 

Paint, switch, animate

Use Tagtool with both hands at 
the same time. The left operates 
the sidebar, while the right acts 
in the workspace. 

Are you left-handed? Flip the 
interface! Access the switch 
with the Gear button

Use both hands

Connect your iPad to a 
projector or TV with an AV 
adapter, or stream the image 
wirelessly using AirPlay.

Tap the Session button        
to join other Tagtool users.

Project and collaborate
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Tap the Capture button      
to take a photo or 
screenshot of your 
artwork. You can then 
save it, send it per 
email, or share it online.

Capture & Share

Temporarily select 
all available layers 
in the scene by 
holding with one 
finger in empty 
space for one 
second.

Select all layers

To edit an existing 
layer, hold it while 
switching to paint 
mode. You can 
then paint and 
erase it.

Edit layer

Center 
of scale

Same as the perfect spin, 
but instead of twisting, do 
a three finger pinch or 
spread.

Drag with three fingers 
horizontally or vertically 
for perfectly aligned 
movement.

Steady scale Move on rails

Center 
of rotation

     With the two fingers, 
twist left or right to adjust 
the rate of rotation. 
Tap the Record button 
to apply a continuous spin.

     Put down two 
additional fingers and 
twist them around the 
first finger - the rotation 
element appears.

     Place one finger on a 
layer and hold it there.
This will be the center of 
rotation.

Continuous spin
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In paint mode, you are always 
working on a single image layer. 
Create a new layer by tapping 
in the sidebar with three fingers.

In animation mode, layers can
be moved, manipulated and 
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Know your layers

Zoom your view of the 
artwork to paint fine details. 

Hold the Eye button     
and at the same time pinch 
or spread in the workspace 
with two fingers. Drag to 
navigate.

Zoom your view

Tagtool has two basic functions:
Painting and animating. 

To switch between paint mode 
and animation mode, place 
one finger on the left screen 
border and swipe inwards. 

Paint, switch, animate

Use Tagtool with both hands at 
the same time. The left operates 
the sidebar, while the right acts 
in the workspace. 

Are you left-handed? Flip the 
interface! Access the switch 
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Hold the Eye button 
and drag one finger up or 
down in the brush area to 
move your painting layer 
closer to the back or front.

Move to front/back

Tap with three fingers in the 
sidebar to create a new layer. 
The workspace flashes as
the previous layer is being 
released.

Create a new layer

Hold the Aim button 
while touching the 
workspace to aim in
the projection without 
leaving paint strokes.

Aim button
Take aim

Hold the Eraser button 
while dragging in the 
workspace to erase
in the current layer.

Erase in a layer

Hold the Brush-o-meter 
and touch images in the 
workspace to pick and 
mix existing colors.

Pick a colorBrush-o-meter: Shows 
a preview of your brush.

Puck     : Shows
the brush tone.

Brush tone
Drag or tap with one finger 
to place the puck

Brush opacity
Drag two fingers up or down

Brush size
Pinch or spread two fingers

Brush hue
Drag two fingers left or right

Gestures in the brush area
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Adjust speed

Drag two fingers left or 
right to change animation 
speed of selected layers.

Delete

Drag two fingers down
to the Ghost button       
to delete selected layers.

Fade

Drag two fingers up or 
down to change visibility 
of selected layers.

Group

Pinch to group 
selected layers; 
spread to separate.

Layer depth

Drag one finger up or 
down to move selected 
layers to the back or front.

Make animation loops by holding the Record button 
while moving a layer. Match the Loop markers       to 
close the loop.

Apply a continuous movement by tapping the 
Record button while moving a layer.

RRemove last animation of a selected layer by tapping 
the Record button.

Record Button Loop markerMove and animate layers

Select layers by tapping, deselect by tapping again.

Select multiple layers by holding on a layer and 
tapping additional layers.

Clear selection by tapping into empty space.

In animation mode, layers are 
shown in different colors.

To find out how to switch to 
animation mode, see Basics.

Move selected layers independently 
by directly grabbing them.

If you put your fingers outside their 
shapes you can move all of them 
simultaneously.

Select layers
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Tap the Capture button      
to take a photo or 
screenshot of your 
artwork. You can then 
save it, send it per 
email, or share it online.

Capture & Share

Temporarily select 
all available layers  
by holding with 
one finger in the 
gesture area while 
holding one finger 
in empty space.

Select all layers

To edit an existing 
layer, hold it while 
switching to paint 
mode. You can 
then paint and 
erase it.

Edit layer

Center 
of scale

Same as the perfect spin, 
but instead of twisting, do 
a three finger pinch or 
spread.

Drag with three fingers 
horizontally or vertically 
for perfectly aligned 
movement.

Steady scale Move on rails

Center 
of rotation

     With the two fingers, 
twist left or right to adjust 
the rate of rotation. 
Tap the Record button 
to apply a continuous spin.

     Put down two 
additional fingers and 
twist them around the 
first finger - the rotation 
element appears.

     Place one finger on a 
layer and hold it there.
This will be the center of 
rotation.

Continuous spin
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